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Abstract: The aim of this study was to calculate the center of resistance (COR) of an impacted
maxillary canine according to the stages of pericoronal tissue healing using the finite element method
(FEM). The maxillary canine model was three-dimensionally scanned, and the structures surrounding
the tooth were modeled using a computer-aided design program. The COR was calculated in the
buccolingual (BL) and mesiodistal (MD) directions using the FEM. After applying a single force to a
specific point of the tooth, several counter moments were applied to compensate for this at the same
point. Thereafter, the displacement curve of the tooth axis for each counter moment was plotted. The
intersection points between the displacement curves corresponded to the COR. At the beginning of
healing, the COR of the MD and BL direction was located at 38.1% and 38.7% of the root length from
the cementoenamel junction, respectively. At the end of healing, the COR of the MD and BL direction
was located at 44.6% and 49.8% of the crown length from the cementoenamel junction, respectively.
The COR of the impacted maxillary canine gradually shifts to the coronal side as the healing of the
pericoronal tissue occurs.

Keywords: impacted tooth; finite element method; center of resistance

1. Introduction

There are many definitions of an impacted tooth [1,2]. Kokich et al. [1] called a tooth
impacted when the tooth did not erupt in the proper position of the dental arch during
normal growth. Thilander et al. [2] defined an impacted tooth as a case in which tooth
eruption was significantly delayed or there were no clinical or radiological findings that
further eruption was in progress.

Surveys on the prevalence of impacted teeth was conducted on all permanent teeth
except the third molars in Italy [3], Korea [4], and Turkey [5]. The prevalence of impacted
teeth was found to be 2.9~8.6% [3–5]. The prevalence of impacted teeth in the maxilla was
10 to 20 times higher than in the mandible [6]. In the maxilla, the canine showed the highest
ratio with 69%, and in the mandible, the premolar showed the highest ratio with 56% [6].
The etiologies of the impacted teeth were diverse [7,8], and about 70% of cases were caused
by abnormal eruption pathways or localized pathologic lesions [9].

Impacted teeth require orthodontic treatment because they cause not only aesthetic
problems, such as midline displacement due to the inclination of adjacent teeth, but also
degenerative changes, such as root resorption of adjacent teeth, cyst formation, and loss
of tooth alignment space [10]. Treatment methods include surgical exposure followed by
orthodontic traction, extraction of the impacted tooth, surgical replantation, and extraction
of the deciduous tooth [11]. In many cases, surgical exposure followed by orthodontic
traction is performed [11]. There are two types of surgical exposure: open and closed [12].
Open surgical exposure removes the bone and soft tissue around the impacted tooth and
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opens the impacted area to induce a spontaneous eruption of the impacted tooth or bonds
an attachment a few days after the procedure. On the other hand, closed surgical exposure
is a procedure that opens the flap, bonds an attachment to the impacted tooth, and then
covers the flap again and applies orthodontic forces immediately [12]. Therefore, closed
surgical exposure requires more careful consideration of the orthodontic force applied to
the impacted teeth than open surgical exposure.

Knowing the center of resistance (COR) in the orthodontic traction of impacted teeth
is important. If the orthodontic force is given to the impacted tooth without considering the
COR, it may be moved in an undesirable direction or rotated, resulting in traction failure or
a longer treatment period [13]. However, since the impacted tooth is inside the bone, it may
be different from the COR of the erupted tooth. There have been many studies [14–17] on
the COR of erupted teeth. Gandhi et al. [14] calculated the three-dimensional COR positions
of about 50 maxillary first molars using the finite element method (FEM). As a result, the
COR was located below and slightly distal to the trifurcation area, and the location of the
COR varied as the shape of the molars varied. Above all, it was shown that the COR was a
point that could vary depending on the direction of force. Choy et al. [15] proved using
mathematical analysis that the position of the COR moved nonlinearly depending on the
shape of the root of the erupted tooth, the height of the alveolar bone, and the length of
the root.

However, few studies have reported on the COR of impacted teeth despite its clinical
importance. Moreover, in the case of the closed surgical exposure of an impacted tooth, the
COR may change depending on the stage of pericoronal tissue healing around the crown.

Previous studies [18–20] on the COR of impacted teeth have been conducted on
impacted teeth with exposed crowns. Prasad et al. [18] used the FEM to calculate the von
Mises stress of the impacted canine and surrounding teeth when a palatally impacted
canine with an exposed crown was pulled from a 0.019 × 0.025 stainless steel archwire.
In addition, the side effects that may occur in surrounding teeth were predicted using
the FEM. Zeno et al. [19] divided 21 patients with a palatally impacted canine exposed
using the open method into two groups according to severity. Then, they analyzed how
the stress on the periodontal ligament (PDL) of an impacted canine varied depending on
the severity and traction direction. As a result, it was concluded that it was preferable
to perform vertical traction first, as the largest initial movement could be expected when
traction was performed vertically. Sezici et al. [20] analyzed the stress generated in the
PDL when pulling a palatally impacted canine with an exposed crown with the same force
using a 0.016 SS Kilroy spring and a NiTi spring on a 0.019 × 0.025 stainless steel archwire.
As a result, it was found that even though the same traction force was used, a larger PDL
stress distribution appeared on the impacted canine and the surrounding anchor teeth in
the 0.016 SS Kilroy spring.

There are several methods [21–23] for calculating the COR of the tooth, but the FEM
is widely used [14–20]. The FEM is a method of analyzing the stress distribution of an
object against external force after creating an accurate model of the anatomical structure
and physical properties of the object using a computer [16,24,25].

The aim of this study was to calculate the COR of the impacted maxillary canine
according to the stages of pericoronal tissue healing using the FEM. That is, after the closed
surgical exposure, we attempted to establish a basis for selecting an appropriate point of
action in the traction of impacted teeth by confirming whether the COR changes depended
on the healing stage.

2. Materials and Methods

For impacted maxillary canine modeling, the maxillary canine model (NISSIN B3-305,
Nissin Dental Product, Kyoto, Japan) was three-dimensionally scanned (TRIOS 4, 3Shape
TRIOS A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark) and saved in Standard Template Library (STL) format.
The triangular mesh was re-meshed using the STL file editing program (Autodesk Inc.,
San Rafael, CA, USA). The crown length was 10.4 mm, and the root length was 13.6 mm.
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The total length was 24.0 mm. At the cementoenamel junction (CEJ), the mesiodistal (MD)
diameter was 6.1 mm, and the buccolingual (BL) diameter was 8.5 mm. The tooth shape
and size are shown in Figure 1. Then, the structures surrounding the tooth were modeled
using a computer-aided design program (Spaceclaim, Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA).
To reduce the complexity of the calculation, the PDL was modeled in the form of a uniform
film with a thickness of 0.25 mm, and the bone around the tooth was modeled in the form
of a cylinder to reduce the computation time [26]. The diameter and height of the cylinder
were set to 24 mm in diameter and 42 mm in height, which is the size at which the stress
at the boundary is reduced below the error range by performing a FEM pretest (Figure 2).
The pericoronal tissue was designed in a circular dome shape with a radius of 6 mm to
blend naturally with the PDL so that there were no sharp edges (Figure 3).
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The material properties (Table 1) were obtained from the previous literature [14,27–29].
The alveolar bone and teeth were assumed to consist of linear elastic, isotropic, and
homogeneous materials. However, since the nonlinearity of the PDL can significantly
change the finite element analysis results, the PDL implemented nonlinear and hypere-
lastic properties using the Ogden 1st model. (µ1 = 0.07277; α1 = 16.95703; D1 = 3 × 107,
specific density = 1.00 g/cm3) [14,27]. To simulate the histological changes in the pericoro-
nal tissue after closed surgical exposure, it was assumed that the stages of healing would
occur sequentially in the order of granulation tissue, fibrous tissue, immature woven bone,
and mature woven bone [30].

Table 1. Material properties of the finite element model.

Young’s Modulus (MPa) Poisson’s Ratio

Periodontal ligament 0.05 Ogden 1st model
Tooth 19,600 0.3
Bone 17,000 0.3

Granulation tissue 0.001 0.17
Fibrous tissue 2 0.17

Immature woven bone 1000 0.3
Mature woven bone 6000 0.3

ANSYS Mechanical (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) was used for finite element
analysis. The meshing was performed using 4-node tetrahedral elements, and the number
of tetrahedral elements used for each maxillary canine, PDL, bone, and pericoronal tissue
was 72,677, 786,367, 266,335, and 55,831, respectively. As a boundary condition, the nodes
lining the outermost part of the cylinder restricted three-dimensional movement.

The moment-to-force ratio (M/F) for pure translation is equal to the distance from the
known line of action of the applied force to the COR. The Cartesian coordinate system was
set with the cusp tip as the origin, the positive x-axis as buccal, the positive y-axis as mesial,
and the positive z-axis as occlusal (Figure 4).
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(B) Mesiodistal direction.

The method proposed by Meyer [31] was used to determine the COR using the FEM
(Figure 5). First, after applying a single force to a specific point of the tooth, several
counter moments were applied to compensate for this at the same point. Thereafter,
the displacement curve of the tooth axis for each counter moment was plotted. The
intersection points between the displacement curves corresponded to the COR. However,
since each displacement curve may not intersect at one point, the point with the minimum
distance from all curves was defined as the intersection point and obtained using the least
square method.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram for calculating the center of resistance. After applying a single force
(F = 1 N) to a specific point of the tooth, several counter moments (M/F = 1, 3, 5, 7 mm) are applied
to compensate for this at the same point. Dark green, blue, light green, and red lines signify the
displacement curve of the tooth axis.

Specifically, to estimate the COR in the BL direction, a buccal force (Fx = 1 N) was
applied 4.5 mm below the cusp tip, and then a counter moment (My = 1, 3, 5, 7, 11 N-mm,
or equivalently My/Fx = 1, 3, 5, 7, 11 mm) was applied.

In the same way, a mesial force (Fy = 1 N) was applied 4.5 mm below the cusp tip, and
then a counter moment (Mx = 1, 3, 5, 7, 11 N-mm, or equivalently Mx/Fy = 1, 3, 5, 7, 11 mm)
was applied to obtain the COR in the MD direction. In this case, to prevent mesial-in
rotation, an additional z-direction moment (Mc = −3.45 N-mm) was applied (Figure 4).

For visibility of each axis graph, one marker was assigned to each of the five nodes.
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3. Results

Figures 6 and 7 show the changes in the displacement curve of the tooth axis in the
BL and MD directions according to the counter moment, respectively. The tooth bending
deformations are amplified by the discrepancies in the horizontal and vertical axis scales.
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Figure 7. Mesiodistal displacement of the tooth axial path. (A) Air, (B) granulation tissue, (C) fibrous
tissue, (D) immature woven bone, and (E) mature woven bone. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the
height of the cementoenamel junction of the maxillary canine.

Table 2 and Figure 8 show the location of the COR from the CEJ according to the
pericoronal tissue and their relative locations to the root and crown. The COR gradually
shifts to the coronal side as the healing of the pericoronal tissue occurs.
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Table 2. Center of resistance according to the stages of pericoronal tissue healing: locations from the
cementoenamel junction and root/crown length percentages.

Pericoronal Tissue
Location from the Cementoenamel Junction (mm) Percentage of Root/Crown Length (%)

MD BL MD BL

Air −5.18 * −5.26 * 38.1% † 38.7% †
Granulation tissue −5.18 * −5.26 * 38.1% † 38.7% †

Fibrous tissue −2.82 * −3.46 * 20.8% † 25.5% †
Immature woven bone 4.25 4.30 40.8% ‡ 41.3% ‡

Mature woven bone 4.64 5.18 44.6% ‡ 49.8% ‡

* Negative means root apex direction; † percentage of root length; ‡ percentage of the crown length; BL, buccolin-
gual direction; MD, mesiodistal direction.
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In the case of the granulation tissue, the COR of the MD and BL directions was located
at 5.18 mm (38.1% of the root length) and 5.26 mm (38.7% of the root length) from the CEJ
to the root apex side, respectively.

In the case of the fibrous tissue, the COR of the MD and BL directions was located at
2.82 mm (20.8% of the root length) and 3.46 mm (25.5% of the root length) from the CEJ to
the root apex side, respectively. This COR of the MD and BL directions was moved 2.36 mm
and 1.80 mm coronally from the COR of the granulation tissue, respectively.

In the case of the immature woven bone, the COR of the MD and BL direction was
located at 4.25 mm (40.8% of the crown length) and 4.30 mm (41.3% of the crown length)
from the CEJ to the coronal side, respectively. This COR of the MD and BL directions was
moved 9.43 mm and 9.56 mm coronally from the COR of the granulation tissue, respectively.

In the case of the mature woven bone, the COR of the MD and BL direction was located
at 4.64 mm (44.6% of the crown length) and 5.18 mm (49.8% of the crown length) from the
CEJ to the coronal side, respectively. This COR of the MD and BL directions was moved
9.82 mm and 10.44 mm coronally from the COR of the granulation tissue, respectively.

4. Discussion

In classical mechanics, a force refers to an action that can change the motion, direction,
or shape of an object. The force consists of three factors: magnitude, line of action, and
point of action, and all three factors are involved in interaction with an object. In other
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words, the action is not determined solely by the magnitude of the force, but depends on
the line of action and the point of action.

Fish [32] recognized the importance of the point of action and first introduced the
concept of the COR from rigid body mechanics into dentistry in 1917. He concluded that
when a horizontal force is applied to a tooth with a single root, there will be an action point
that causes the bodily movement somewhere between the root apex and the alveolar crest,
and he stated that it might probably exist at the midpoint between the alveolar crest and
the apex. Since then, the COR has been defined in various ways, such as the point of action
that shows the greatest resistance to tooth movement, or the point of action that shows only
pure translation regardless of the direction of force [33,34].

For effective orthodontic treatment, it is important to apply appropriate force to the
teeth to control tooth movement. Orthodontic tooth movement consists of rotation, transla-
tion, and a combination of the two. This is achieved due to the relationship between the
orthodontic force and the COR. If the COR is accurately known, the orthodontic force that
generates a specific tooth movement can be predicted, enabling efficient tooth movement.

A common definition of the COR is the point at which the object will be translated
when a single force is applied. The COR of the tooth is determined using the material
properties of the tooth and surrounding supporting structures [35]. In particular, it is
crucial to accurately know the COR of the impacted tooth because an impacted tooth is an
isolated tooth, so inappropriate tooth movement easily occurs due to an erroneous force. If
the COR of the impacted tooth can be accurately identified, the probability of success in the
orthodontic traction of the impacted tooth will increase, and the treatment period will be
shortened, improving the quality of life of the patient.

Various analytical or experimental methods [21–23] have been used to find the COR
of the tooth. Burstone et al. [21] used three-dimensional laser holography to determine the
COR of the maxillary central incisors. Choy et al. [22] used an electrical resistance strain
gauge method to determine the COR of the upper anterior segment. Woo et al. [23] used a
laser reflection technique to find the COR of the maxillary anterior teeth. However, most
studies [14–20] have used the FEM. The advantage of the FEM is that the model setting is
free and that even complex shapes can be modeled. In addition, any external force can be
handled, and load or restraint conditions can be arbitrarily selected [36].

There are several techniques to find the COR of the tooth using the FEM [21]. The first
technique is to find the point of application of the force when the tooth is purely translated
while changing the point where the force is applied. In the case of teeth with multiple
roots, this method is difficult to use because the COR may exist outside the tooth. The
second technique is to find the counter moment when the tooth is purely translated after
applying a force to an arbitrary point and then changing the counter moment. That is, when
a single force that does not pass through the COR is applied to the teeth, combined rotation
and translation occur. The rotational movement can be compensated for by changing the
amount of the counter moment. We used the second technique, which was modified by
Meyer [31]. Figures 6 and 7 show that at a certain M/F ratio, a rotational movement using
a single force is compensated for and only a translational movement occurs, confirming
that the displacement curve is parallel to the y-axis.

In this study, the COR of the impacted maxillary canine according to the stages of
pericoronal tissue healing was measured in two directions (MD and BL directions) using
the FEM. As a result, the COR gradually moved toward the crown tip as the healing of
the pericoronal tissue occurred. When the pericoronal tissue, which corresponds to a
completely exposed crown state, was air, the COR was located near 38% of the root in
the MD direction, similar to previous studies [21,35] on erupted teeth. Burstone et al. [21]
showed that the COR of single-rooted teeth was located 33% from the alveolar crest and
Provatidis et al. [35] showed the COR was located 38.9% away from it.

When the pericoronal tissue was mature woven bone, the COR was 44.6% of the crown
length in the MD direction. It is speculated that when the pericoronal tissue is filled with
hard materials like mature woven bones, the influence of the root being surrounded by soft
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tissues like the PDL is reduced, and the COR of the impacted tooth becomes closer to the
COR of the crown.

Because the COR changes according to the stages of pericoronal tissue healing, it is
important to know the change in tooth movement depending on the timing of applying
orthodontic force to the impacted tooth. When an attachment is bonded to the incisal tip
of an impacted canine tooth and an orthodontic force is applied in the distal direction
after closed surgical exposure, a rotational movement occurs if the pericoronal tissue is
granulation tissue. As time passes and the pericoronal tissue changes to mature woven
bone, the direction of rotation does not change and only the moment decreases (Figure 9).
When an attachment is attached to the middle 1/3 of crown and an orthodontic force
is applied in the distal direction after closed surgical exposure, a rotational movement
occurs if the pericoronal tissue is granulation tissue. As time passes and the pericoronal
tissue changes to mature woven bone, the rotational movement disappears and a bodily
movement appears. When an attachment is attached to the cervical 1/3 of crown and an
orthodontic force is applied in the distal direction after closed surgical exposure, a rotational
movement occurs if the pericoronal tissue is granulation tissue. As time passes and the
pericoronal tissue changes to mature woven bone, a reverse rotational movement occurs.
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Specifically, if this is used clinically for pure translation of the impacted tooth in
the MD direction after closed surgical exposure and the end of healing, the orthodontic
force should be applied after bonding an attachment above 44.6% of the crown length.
Also, in the case of impacted maxillary canines, where the root apex is located on the
maxillary first premolar side, uncontrolled tipping is required to move the root apex to
the desired position, so bond an attachment above 44.6% of the crown length and apply
orthodontic forces.

It is generally known that the COR varies depending on the direction in which the
force is applied. Meyer et al. [30] analyzed the COR of six mandibular incisors using the
FEM and found that the COR in the BL direction was located more apically than that in
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the MD direction. This was because the tooth roots in the BL direction have a wider shape.
In this study, the location of the COR in the two directions was not consistent, which was
similar to the results of previous studies [26,31] on erupted teeth. This is estimated to come
from the difference in geometry for each side of the tooth [31]. That is, the root shape on
the MD side was less tapered than the root shape on the BL side (Figure 10). Therefore, the
COR in the MD direction was slightly closer to the cementoenamel junction than that in the
BL direction.
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Despite the good research results, this study has limitations. First, although the PDL
was assumed to be an isotropic, homogenous, and uniform thickness of 0.25 mm, the
actual PDL is not of a uniform thickness and is anisotropic and inhomogeneous [37], so the
location of the COR may be estimated differently. Second, the FEM is an analysis of the
initial movement of teeth in response to an applied force and does not reflect the movement
of the teeth over time. Third, the average shape and size of the maxillary canines were
modeled, so they do not match the COR of individual maxillary canines. It is necessary
to find changes in the COR of canines with different volumes and root shapes. Fourth,
there has been no histological study on how the pericoronal tissue changes after closed
surgical exposure, and although the healing of the pericoronal tissue may vary with stress
or strain on the tissue due to traction of an impacted tooth, we assumed that the healing of
the closed surgical exposure might be the same as the healing of a normal extraction socket.
Lastly, clinical data are needed to validate these simulated outcomes.

5. Conclusions

The COR gradually shifts to the coronal side as the healing of the pericoronal
tissue occurs.

• At the beginning of healing, the COR of the MD and BL direction was located at 38.1%
and 38.7% of the root length from the cementoenamel junction, respectively.

• At the second stage of healing, the COR of the MD and BL direction was located at
20.8% and 25.5% of the root length from the cementoenamel junction, respectively.
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• At the third stage of healing, the COR of the MD and BL direction was located at 40.8%
and 41.3% of the crown length from the cementoenamel junction, respectively.

• At the end of healing, the COR of the MD and BL direction was located at 44.6% and
49.8% of the crown length from the cementoenamel junction, respectively.

The COR varies depending on the direction in which the force is applied. The COR in
MD direction was slightly closer to the cementoenamel junction than that in the BL direction.

We establish a basis for selecting an appropriate point of action in the traction of
impacted teeth.
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